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Abstract 

 

In this paper we discuss prolog and xml as a tool for web search. An XML is the standard for document data interchange and 

storage now-a-days. Several libraries for XML processing like SAX and DOM are available for many programming languages. 

Prolog permits to program either declaratively or procedurally. The basis of prolog is formed with first order predicate logic 

(FOPL). First order predicate logic is expresses with a set of predicate symbols and with a set of connectives. A restricted 

version of the clausal form which is based on FOPL is used in Prolog. PLXML is a tool in which a module called xml.pl is used 

to parse XML document with prolog. This module provides the prolog applications an interface to XML document with a 

Document Value Model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An XML is the standard for document data interchange and storage now-a-days. Several libraries for XML processing like SAX 

and DOM are available for many programming languages.XML processing specific programming languages are established. It is 

observed that XML data is normally described by tree structures and logic programming deals with trees naturally as terms. This 

property provides a strong belief that XML processing could be performed naturally in logic programming. 

The objective is to improve XML processing for web search by using the logic programming paradigm by exploring the link 

between the tree representation and unification. Prolog is used as a logic programming tool in the model. Logic program could 

also be used to create the dynamic web pages based on the queries. In this chapter the basic introduction for XML, logic 

programming, Prolog (logic Programming tool) is discussed first. Then it is followed by a method that could be used for the 

translation of the XML document to Prolog. This chapter also describes how the query is processed with such prolog language 

with the given XML document. Logic programming is useful for searching the XML document for the given query and for 

creating dynamic web pages based on the user needs (Hosoya 2003). 

 XML 

An XML is a domain specific language for processing the structured documents. Now a day’s XML becomes the standard data 

interchange format by variety of applications even though it is mainly used in publishing industry. XML documents are 

considered as a tree structure whose nodes are the elements.  The content of the XML document is classified into two basic types 

and they are listed as elements (XML tags) and plain text.  

Every element in XML is consisting of two tags called as a start tag and an end tag. Every element may be nested to any 

number of levels by other elements. Nesting of elements could be done at any number of levels in XML. All XML documents 

contain a unique top level element called root which encloses all other XML elements. The XML document given below is used 

as specific Contact book application (Jorge Coelho and Mario 2003). 

<Contact> 

 <Firstname>Jegan</Firstname> 

<Localaddress>Delhi</Localaddress> 

 <phonenumber> 

 <homephone>12345678</homephone> 

  <mobilenumber>87654321</mobilenumber> 

  </phonenumber> 

  <emailId>jegan@mailserver.in</emailId> 

  <Firstname>Sita</Firstname> 

  <Localaddress>Calcutta</Localaddress> 

  <Localaddress>Howra</Localaddress> 

  <phonenumber> 

  <homephone>12457834</homephone> 

  </phonenumber> 
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</Contact> 

Document type definition for an XML Document defines the rules which are used to determine the validity of the XML 

document. It is possible to create a Document Type Definition (DTD) for any XML document. The example below defines DTD 

for the contact application XML document. 

<!ELEMENT Contact (Firstname, Localaddress+, phoneno?, emailId?)*> 

<!ELEMENT Firstname, (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT Localaddress (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT phonenumber (homephone, mobilenumber*)> 

<!ELEMENT emailID (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT homephone (#PCDATA)> 

<!ELEMENT mobilenumber (#PCDATA)> 

This Document Type Definition (DTD) indicates that this XML document for contact application has <Contact> tag as root 

element, and other tags <Firstname> , <Localaddress>, <phonenumber> and <emailId> as sub elements.  

It also defines that tag <Firstname> </Firstname> is mandatory in XML document, the <Localaddress> </Localaddress>tag 

pair should be used at least for one time and could be used for many times to have multiple address lines. The optional tags are 

<phonenumber> </phonenumber> and <emailed> <\emailId>.  

The <phonenumber> element has <homephone> </homephone> atleast once <mobilenumber> </mobilenumber> tag pair is 

optional. Even though it is not necessary to define a DTD when creating an XML document, it is needed for validating XML 

document. Validating parsers are using DTD to check the consistency for the XML document (Jorge Manuel 2007). 

 Prolog 

In procedural programming, the programmer needs to instruct the computer what to do by giving a sequence of instruction that is 

program. Basically the program is nothing but the instructions given to get the output for different range of required inputs. To 

solve any problem in procedural programming language, an appropriate algorithm is essential. On the other hand descriptive 

style of programming is required for declarative programming. Here the programmer needs to know of relationships among 

various entities to do better programs. Pure Prolog permits to program either declaratively or procedurally. This is an attractive 

dual semantics of prolog (Michael Spivey 2008). The basis of prolog is formed with first order predicate logic (FOPL). First 

order predicate logic is expresses with a set of predicate symbols and with a set of connectives. A restricted version of the clausal 

form which is based on FOPL is used in Prolog. The propositions of FOPL are written in a particular way which is known as 

Clausal form. The restriction of FOPL is used in prolog is known as Horn clause form. Prolog rules and query processing 

techniques based on conjunctions, disjunctions and both are useful in extracting answers for queries in XML documents 

(PaulBrna 2001, Sterling and Sapiro 1994).  

II. TRANSLATION OF XML TO PROLOG 

The rules based on conjunctions, disjunctions, both conjunctions and disjunctions, queries based on conjunctions, disjunctions 

and both conjunctions and disjunctions are inference procedures for the first order logic in prolog (logic programming 

language).To develop an application of web search in logic programming requires the web documents that is XML documents 

needs to translate to its equivalent prolog language.  

An XML document is viewed as a variable free term in Prolog. The ground term is formed by using root tag as a main 

function which is having optional arguments. For Example consider the simple XML document given 

<Bib> 

     <Bk year = "2004" > 

        <Name> Genetic Algorithm </Name> 

    </Bk> 

    <Bk year="2002"> 

      <Name> LINUX Programming </Name> 

    </Bk> 

</Bib> 

This XML file is translated into its equivalent prolog term using plxml module. Figure 1 is the equivalent prolog term for the 

above XML file content obtained by utilizing the plxml module. 

 PLXML 

PLXML is a tool in which a module called xml.pl is used to parse XML document with prolog. This module provides the prolog 

applications an interface to XML document with a Document Value Model'. The xml.pl module supports a subset of XML that 

could be used for processing XML data and World Wide Web applications. (Source http://www.bindingtime. co.uk/index.html). 

http://www.bindingtime/
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 Specification 

 
Fig. 1: Equivalent prolog term for xml file 

The module exports three predicates and given by xml_parse/[2,3], xml_subterm/2 and xml_pp/1. The use of xml_parse 

predicate is to parse the characters and provide corresponding character codes that could be used to store or retrieve information 

from a data structure. The information is stored in form of xml( <attribute>, <content>). The <attribute> is listed by a name and 

value pair. The predicate xml_parse is followed by the arguments ({+Controls}, +? Chars, ?+Document). Table 1 shows how the 

basic elements of the XML document are converted in XML Parser. 
Table - 1 

XML Parser and equivalent XML elements 

XML Parser XML element 

Pcdata ( <char data> ) Information content 

comment(<char data>) XML comment 

namespace(<URI>,<prefix>,<element>) Name space 

element(<tag>, <attributes>, <content>) XML tags Encloses other tags, attributes and content if empty 

cdata(<char data>) <![CDATA[<char data>]]> 

doctype(<tag>, <doctype id>) DTD <!DOCTYPE > 

III. QUERY PROCESSING WITH PROLOG FOR WEB SEARCH 

Let us consider the web database as XML files. For any kind of querying in this XML files, it has to be translated to the prolog 

terms and a prolog query can be executed to retrieve the answer for the query. This prolog programs make use of the rules, 

conjunction, disjunction, negation, unification, resolution, recursive and list processing techniques as required to derive the 

answers for the queries. This answer is again translated to XML again. This type of processing and declarative programming is 

useful to derive the hidden information. 

 Example 1 

Let us consider the bib.xml is a file containing some records. A sample record in bib.xml is shown as 

<book year="2004"> 

     <title>Genetic Algorithm</title> 

     <author> 

     <last>Goldberg</last> 

     <first>W.</first> 

</author> 

     <publisher>Addison-Wesley</publisher> 

     <price>65.95</price> 

     </book> 

The prolog query written to extract book list that are published by the company Addison- Wesley after the year 200, along with 

title of the book and year of publishing from this bib.xml file is given below.  

xml_query  (q1, element (bib, [ ], Books)):- 

element_name (Title, title), 

element_name (Publisher, publisher), 

input_document (‘bib.xml’, Bibliography), 

findall ( element (book, [year=Year ], [Title,] ), 

 (xml_subterm (Bibliography, element (Book, Attribute, Contents)), 
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 xml_subterm (Content, Publisher), 

 xml_subterm (Publisher, Text), 

 text_value (Text, “Addison-Wesley”), 

 member (year=year, Attribute), 

 number_codes (Year No, Year), 

 Year No > 2016 

 Xml_subterm ( Content, Title) 

             ), 

). 

This XML query generates an XML file containing the list of books published by Addison-Wesley after the year 2001 

including their year and title.The statement XML query takes two arguments. The first argument is a query number and the 

second argument specifies the output file name of the XML Document Value Model. The input document statement reads the 

xml file and parses into XML document value model. 

 Example 2 

Find out the list of all the title of the books that are available in both bn.com and amazon.com and its price from both sources. 

The result is extracted from more than one xml file. 

xml_query (q5, element ‘books-with-price’, [], BooksWithPrice)): 

 element_name (Title, title), 

 element_name (Book, book), 

element_name (Review, entry), 

input_document (‘bib.xml’, Bibliography), 

input_document (‘review.xml’, Reviews), 

findall ( element (‘book-with-prices’,[], 

[Title, element (‘price-bn’,[],BNPrice), 

element (‘price-amzon’,[ ], AmzonPrice), ] ), 

(xml_subterm (Bibliography, Book), 

 xml_subterm (Book, Title), 

 xml_subterm (Review, Review), 

 xml_subterm (Review, Title), 

 xml_subterm (Book, element (price,_, BNPrice), 

 xml_subterm (Review, element (price,_, AmzonPrice))), 

 BookWithPrice 

 ). 

Find out the list of all the title of the books that are available in both bn.com and amazon.com and its price from both sources. 

The result is extracted from more than one xml file.  

 Example 3 

Extract a list consisting of every pair of title and author and enclose it with a result element. 

xml_query (q2, element (results, [], Results)): 

  element_name (Title, title), 

  element_name (Author, author), 

 element_name (Book, book), 

 input_document (‘bib.xml’, Bibliography), 

 findall ( element (result, [], [Title, Author]), 

 ( 

 xml_subterm (Bibliography,  

 Book), 

 xml_subterm (Book, Title), 

 xml_subterm (Book, Author), 

 ), 

 Results 

 ). 

This query returns xml file with all the book titles that are available in both Amazon and bn with Amazon price and bn price. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Prolog queries could be written for many things. To list a few queries could be written to find out all the books that have at least 

two authors, to retrieve the list of title along with first two authors, and to identify the books with additional authors etc. It is 

obvious that logic programming is useful to bring out the hidden information and derive new information which is not directly 
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available in XML file by using the unification, resolution and list processing. Logic program can also be used to create the 

dynamic web pages based on the query. Logic programming can be used to develop focused crawlers. The simple query 

processing in XML files indicates the searching within a web site is efficient when using logic programming. 
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